Abstract-Using each other's knowledge and expertise in learning -what we call cooperation in learning-is one of the major existing methods to reduce the number of learning trials, which is quite crucial for real world applications. In situated systems, robots become expert in different areas due to being exposed to different situations and tasks. As a consequence, Areas Of Expertise (AOE) of the other agents must be detected before using their knowledge, especially when the exchanged knowledge is not abstract, and simple information exchange might result in incorrect knowledge, which is the case for Qlearning agents.
Abstract-Using each other's knowledge and expertise in learning -what we call cooperation in learning-is one of the major existing methods to reduce the number of learning trials, which is quite crucial for real world applications. In situated systems, robots become expert in different areas due to being exposed to different situations and tasks. As a consequence, Areas Of Expertise (AOE) of the other agents must be detected before using their knowledge, especially when the exchanged knowledge is not abstract, and simple information exchange might result in incorrect knowledge, which is the case for Qlearning agents.
In this paper we introduce an approach for extraction of AOE of agents for cooperation in learning using their Q-tables. The evaluating robot uses a behavioral measure to evaluate itself, in order to find a set of states it is expert in. That set is used, then, along with a Q-table-based feature for extraction of areas of expertise of other robots by means of a classifier. Extracted areas are merged in the last stage.
The proposed method is tested both in extensive simulations and in real world experiments using mobile robots. The results show effectiveness of the introduced approach, both in accurate extraction of areas of expertise and increasing the quality of the combined knowledge, even when, there are uncertainty and perceptual aliasing in the application and the robot.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing the speed of learning and improving the quality of the learned knowledge are among the major goals of researches in machine learning. Along with devising faster learning techniques, creation of different methods for cooperation in learning has been the target of some researchers in the recent years. The main idea in cooperative learning is getting benefit from the existing knowledge in different agents through explicit and implicit exchange of the learned rules, gathered information, etc. Consultation, voting, competition, guidance, imitation and information exchange are among the methods, which facilitate and speed up the process of different learning methods. Some of these methods are combined with reinforcement learning, as it is a flexible, general, and semi-unsupervised learning method. It helps the learning agent to maximize its return by maintaining a balance between exploration and exploitation of the knowledge that the agent acquires from different sources and with different methods, ex. [1] [2] . Some of the mentioned methods, like imitation and consultation, require a mentor or a higher level of cognition. In contrast, information-exchange-based methods are much less complicated and can be used by simple agents. By information-exchange-based methods we mean the ones that are based on exchange of experiences or Q-tables among learning agents [3] [4] . In this work we focus on cooperation in learning using information-exchange based methods for Q-learning agents.
Q-learning [5] in its basic form is categorized as a slow method for large problems as the learning agent must sufficiently search its state-action space. Some compact stateaction representation methods, like fuzzy representation and hierarchical learning approaches (e.g. [6] [7] ) are proposed so far to reduce the size of Q-table. However, the convergence condition of the proposed learning methods is not clear yet. In addition, regardless of the state-action representation methods, agents might have different levels and AOE due to being exposed to different conditions and tasks. Therefore, always a room for exchange of knowledge and information among the learning agents exists.
To use other agents' knowledge and information, it is important to find their AOE and level of their knowledge. In some existing methods, like imitative learning, it is assumed that the mentor is fully knowledgeable however; questions like who and what to imitate are two major unsolved problems in that field [8] . Most of the time, this assumption is not valid in Q-learning agents as the agents might have non-equal chances for exploration of different areas of their state spaces.
Identification of AOE is, not only important for cooperation in learning, but also for a class of learning methods in those, the agents share some parts of their Qtables, in order to attain team-level cooperation. In such methods, e.g. [9] , the team possibly fails, if the agents use each others' Q-values regardless of their domain and level of expertise. In this paper, we focus on identification of other agents' AOE for cooperation in learning. The detailed discussions are made for Q-learning agents. However, the main approach is general and can be extended to different learning methods. Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the proposed method. Details are discussed in section III.
Section II discusses main methods for cooperation in learning by Q-learning agents and makes the importance of extraction of AOE more clear. The proposed method is introduced in Section III and the results of simulations and experiments are reported in Section IV. Conclusions and future works are given in the last section. [10] , might result in this misinterpretation that, cooperation in learning is not beneficial for Q-learning agents. To solve the problem, Weighted Strategy Sharing (WSS) [4] had been suggested in which, the agent assigns weights to others by measuring their expertness, and updates its Q- 
III. EXTRACTION OF AREAS OF EXPERTISE
In the proposed method, the evaluating agent first evaluates itself by extraction of its own AOE by using a behavioral selfevaluation measure. Then, based on its self-evaluation, it constructs a Q-value-based meter to assess other agents' expertness and to know their AOE Finally, it combines experts' knowledge. A. Self-expertness evaluation In this paper, it is intended that the definition and measurement of expertness be subject to the quality of agent's knowledge, not to its behavioral characteristics which requires sufficient behavior observation and assuming rationality in action selection. Doing so, the intended criteria can be used to evaluate other agents directly from their Q-tables. Therefore, among the definitions of expertness concepts, the one that meets the below criteria at the highest level is proposed: * Its calculation and modification is possible during the learning.
* It reflects the level of knowledge and AOE because the comparison and exchange of knowledge will get more efficient if the expertness and its scope at each level is known. * It has reasonable and realizable behavioral meaning.
In Q-learning, the more experience the agent gains, the more knowledge it collects. Visiting each state, the agent selects one of its possible actions, which explores or exploits a It is preferred to use the same behavioral measure to extract AOE of the others however, required information such as learning history of the others are not usually available.
higher expected long term reward. The result, which is increase in the degree of awareness about the environment, can be exploited by other agents, even if the agent does not behave rationally. From this point of view, the level of an agent's expertness and depth of its awareness can be formed in a, so called, Visit- 
3-Specifies the core of classification system using one of conventional methods such as k-nearest neighborhood (KNN), Parzen, or Neural Network, and adjusts the necessary parameters using two sets of expert and non-expert states in such a way that, the output of the classifier is similar and comparable to the content of its Visit- In this paper, we use a Parzen classifier in which, a vector for the observed sample x is computed. Then, regarding the known points in feature space located at its neighborhood, its probability of belonging to each class is approximated. The employed Parzen works according to the following algorithm:
1-Define a hyper cube with length h and volume hn in ndimensional feature space. 2-Place the center of the hyper cube on the point which represents the feature vector of the observed sample x.
3-Repeat for each class i with Ni defined samples: 3-1-Compute ki, the number of samples inside the hyper cube.
3-2-Estimate the probability ofx belonging to class i as:
Pi (x) n NK hN 4-Assign the sample x to the class with highest Pi (x).
In our case, samples are the states of Q- 
IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper we present both simulation and experimental results to show the benefits of cooperation in learning, importance of extraction of AOE, and performance and applicability of our proposed method. In order to make the results more visually presentable; in the simulations we use a maze-like environment with three distinct goals. There is no goal state for the robots in the experiments and the robots learn a continual behavior.
A. Simulation results
An environment with 31 x21 squares is defined. There are three goal spots -one in the middle of the lower part, one in the center, and one in the middle of the upper part-and some number of obstacles. Such environment makes it possible to force the agents to gain different AOE, as well as makes the presentation of the results easy, especially via images. By forcing the agents to gain different AOE, we mean initializing agents with higher probabilities in the desired area. Doing so, the agent explores and learns the environment in its vicinity more. At each state (s,), the agent selects one of four actions (ai), up, down, left or right, with a probability which is specified by Boltzmann function: Q(St, a,) <-(1-a)Q(s , a,) + a(r + rV(s,+1)) (9) where the learning rate a is 0.8, the discount parameter y is 0.9 and V(s)= Max Q(s,b)
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The simulations are done both in deterministic and nondeterministic environments and Q-tables are initialized with zero and random values between +1 and -1.
A. ] Extraction ofAQOE
In order to evaluate our approach, we have performed many simulations under different conditions, e.g. different uncertainties in the environment, Q-table initializations, and differences in areas and levels of expertise. The results show the effectiveness of our approach however; due to space limitation we report only a set of representative results. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the result of extraction of AOE using positive (Eq. 5) and negative (Eq. 6) Visit-tables in a deterministic environment where each agent is trained on the entire environment. Expert states are shown in red (grey in B/W print). As One important challenge in cooperative reinforcement learning is to specify the degree of correctness and success of the proposed solutions in nondeterministic environments. In this research a probabilistic state transition model is introduced to simulate such environments. The probability distribution of state transitions is shown in Table 2 . This distribution is the same for all states. Fig. 4 shows extraction of AOE by an agent with 200 learning trials on the entire environment. Comparing Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 shows that, the evaluating agent acts conservatively in non-deterministic environments for more expert agents. At the same time, its evaluation accuracy reduces when dealing with less expert agents. Unreported results show that, AOE extraction method becomes very conservative in highly nondeterministic environments. This result can be justified by considering the fact that entropy of Q-values in one state becomes larger when uncertainly in state transitions increases. knowledge combination, the agents are expected to reach the final result faster than continuing individual learning. Fig. 4 The agent with 200 learning trials finds its AOE using its Positive Visittable (R) and uses the presented method to evaluate itself and other agents. The environment is non-deterministic.
A.2 Knowledge combination
Having extracted the AOE, now the agents cooperate in learning from each other's experiences through merging their Q-tables. In this set of simulations, four agents learn around the upper, middle, and lower goals, and on the entire environment. The first three robots have 100 learning trials each, while the fourth one learns for 30 trials. In order to attain a more clear and structural view of the result of merging Q-tables, an extra agent is used to learn the task of reaching three goals on the entire environment. Then the Euclidian distances of Q-tables with that of this totally expert one are computed and compared . Fig. 5 B. Experimental results A set of experiments on two Alice robots [12] is performed to test the applicability of the proposed method in real world applications. Alice is a small and light weight autonomous mobile robot that, has four active infrared proximity sensors, located on the Front (F), Back (B), Front Left (FL), and Front Right (FR) of its body. A compact version of Q-learning is developed for Alice [13] We choose manipulation of sensory system to make two Alice robots expert in different domains. In the individual learning phase, we set FL=O and FR=O for the first and the second robots, respectively. It means the first robot (AliceBL) is blind to the obstacles on its front left and the second one (AliceBR) is blind to its front right. As a consequence, the first and the second robots do not experience states (B=*, F=*, FR=*, FL=1) and (B=*, F=*, FR=1, FL=*), respectively. Therefore, each robot observes the world in 8 states and the world is less observable and more uncertain for the robots. Also, the learned rules for the observed states are affected by the robot's experiences in the projected states. Fig. 7 shows one set of the world states as sensed similar by AliceBL. A similar perceptual aliasing exists for AliceBR.
In individual learning phase, each robot is placed separately in a narrow hallway with Q-cells initialized at 5. The robot selects an action every 200 ms. It receives +1 reward when it goes forward and is not closer than 1 cm to the obstacles. It gets -1 if it runs too close to the obstacles, and receives 0 in other cases. Having this reward function, the robot is expected to move forward, as much as possible, and to avoid obstacles with minimum number of turns.
After 17 minutes of individual learning by AliceBL and AliceBR, their Q and Visit-tables are downloaded. Then, each robot extracts its own and the other one's AOE and merges their Q-tables using the discussed method. In the test phase all sensors are returned back to normal. The robot with fully functional sensors is tested using AliceBL, AliceBR, Simple Averaging [3] , and the merged Q-tables by AliceBL and AliceBR. The robot is tested for 20 minutes with each Q-table and sum of the received reinforcement signals during every 15s is stored in EEPROM. Then, the gained reinforcements are downloaded and analyzed. Table 3 shows the average reinforcement signal that the robot has received, using the five mentioned Q-tables. As the results show, the proposed method works much better than single agents and simple averaging. The introduced approach also acts much better than WSS [4] , as the agents have different AOE. WSS, however, cannot detect this fact and just copies or calculates a weighted average of the Qtables.
Numbers in Table 3 show that, AliceBL does not perform as well as AliceBR. The major reason for this observation is that, AliceBL and AliceBR sense Si=(0,0,0,1) and S2 =(0, 0,1,0), respectively, as SO=(O,0,0,0). As a consequence, their experiences at these states affect Q-values of SO. This effect is more for AliceBL in the reported result, as AliceBL has 15% less chance to choose FF when there is no obstacle around the robot. As SO is encountered more often and FF is the rewarding action in that situation, AliceBL gets less reward compared to AliceBR. In addition, note that the robots have a myopic sense of the environment and the ratio of the robot's width to that of the environment is about 0.3. Therefore, turning right or left at SO increases the probability of getting too close to the walls and getting punishments in the next steps. The merged Q-table by AliceBL has the same problem at SO, as it considers itself expert in that state. But, the chance of receiving punishment in the next states is decreased because, AliceBL gets correct knowledge from AliceBR at states (*,, *,0,1) and gains a more dependable knowledge by simple averaging of Q-cells at the states that both robots are not expert.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Presented results showed that cooperation in learning is very effective in partially solving two major challenges in real world applications of Q-learning -reducing the number of learning trials and increasing the quality of the learned knowledge -when different sources of knowledge are present and appropriate, knowledge for adoption is identified through extraction of AOE. It does not identify other's AOE properly when, their Q-tables are filled with random variables and they have not had sufficient learning trails.
Making the process of dependable knowledge identification less dependent on self-evaluation measures and using more advanced Q-based features for increasing the accuracy of AOE extraction, is one of our future research plans. We made no explicit assumption about the environment however; our experiments were done in Markov environments. Studying applicability of the proposed method in partially observable environments is our next target.
